1. INTRODUCTION
===============

Shoulder disorders are the third most common musculoskeletal disorder \[[@R1], [@R2]\] and cause substantial disability \[[@R3], [@R4]\]. Shoulder pain contributes to a substantial socio-economic burden for patients and society \[[@R5], [@R7]\]. Systematic reviews have estimated a 1 to 3% incidence of shoulder pain and 5-47% yearly prevalence in the general population \[[@R6], [@R7]\]. The reported incidence and prevalence of shoulder pain varies according to patient factors (*e.g*. age, gender, and comorbidity). Older age is associated with greater shoulder pain as arthritis \[[@R8], [@R9]\] and rotator cuff degeneration \[[@R9]\] increase over the lifespan. The prevalence of shoulder pain has been reported to be higher in females \[[@R8]\], whereas gender is not a factor for radiological changes in the shoulder joint after controlling for age \[[@R9]\]. Comorbidity has been associated with poorer pain, function, and health status in patients with chronic rotator cuff tears \[[@R10]\].

Chronic shoulder pain development is common, as it has been estimated to affect 11% of the working population \[[@R11], [@R12]\]. The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) has defined chronic pain as a pain syndrome lasting more than 3 months \[[@R13]\]. The IASP recognizes chronic pain as a serious global chronic health problem with substantial economic impact \[[@R14]\]. Chronic musculoskeletal pain has multiple aetiologies including chronic diseases like arthritis; acute injuries like fractures \[[@R15]\]; or can persist following major surgery \[[@R16]\]. Neuropathic pain is a type of pain thought to represent pathology within the somatosensory nervous system \[[@R17]\] and is a challenging subset of the chronic pain population \[[@R18], [@R19]\]. Neuropathic pain often presents with hypo or hyper-sensory function (*i.e*. hypoesthesia or hyperesthesia) \[[@R20]\]. These two abnormal sensory functions are also common in chronic pain \[[@R21]\].

It is now recognized that chronic (persistent) pain can become a disease \[[@R9]\]. There is a need for appropriate assessments that will identify risk factors and promote early intervention to reduce the burden \[[@R14], [@R22]\]. Sensory abnormalities and persistent pain have been a reported risk factor for higher pain in a large population based study \[[@R23]\]. Psychophysical quantitative sensory testing (QST) can identify both hypo and hyper sensory function, thereby assessing small and large nerve fibers \[[@R20]\]. This has potential to contribute to the assessment of shoulder conditions, if it can be shown to help with diagnosis, treatment selection or prognosis.

Approaches to evaluating sensibility include methods that identify the ability to detect sensory stimuli or to perceive pain. Detection of sensory stimuli can include detection threshold or ability to discriminate different stimuli. Measurement of pain detection includes pain threshold or tolerance testing.

In musculoskeletal disorders, pain and function are primary health outcomes. Function can be measured by self-report or performance-based tests that prior unique perspectives on the patient's ability to be functional in daily life. Previous research has established, across numerous musculoskeletal conditions, that self-reported and performance-based measures are moderately related in musculoskeletal disorders.

The main objective of this study was to estimate the extent to which QST and patient factors (age, gender, and comorbidity) predict pain, function and health status in people with shoulder disorder. The second objective of this study was to determine if there are gender differences for QST (psychophysical) measures in current perception threshold (CPT) vibration threshold (VT) and pressure pain (PP) threshold and tolerance for this patient population.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
========================

2.1. Study Design and Participants
----------------------------------

In a cross-sectional study design 34 surgical and 10 nonsurgical participants with shoulder pain were recruited. The surgical group of participants were undergoing surgery for rotator cuff tear, shoulder impingement or total shoulder joint arthroplasty, and were recruited from McMaster University affiliated orthopedic surgery clinics. The nonsurgical group of participants (with shoulder pain for more than 3 months) were recruited through flyers. The study protocol was approved by the Hamilton Integrated Research Ethics Board (a jointly constituted board of St. Joseph\'s Healthcare Hamilton, Hamilton Health Sciences and McMaster University\'s Faculty of Health Sciences). Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to testing. All participants were asked to complete self-reported outcome measures and then underwent performance and quantitative sensory tests in the MacHAND Clinical Research Lab at McMaster University.

Participants *inclusion criteria* were: age between 18-85 years, fluency in English (reading and speaking), ability to complete all assessments, complaints of pain limited to shoulder area, persistent symptoms for at least 3 months. Additional criteria for the surgical group were: shoulder pathology confirmed by a referring surgeon based on physical examination or imaging evidence, scheduled for shoulder impingement release or rotator cuff reconstruction or shoulder arthroplasty. *Exclusion criteria* were: any neurological disorders or pre-existing neuropathic pain as indicated by specific neuropathic pain treatment/diagnostic procedures, current pain complaints from prior shoulder surgery, history of recent shoulder fracture, tumor, cancer or infection, history of chronic pain disorder (previously diagnosed), currently under psychiatric management (from history of medication), high risk of surgery due to any comorbid condition, and patients who are unable to complete the test procedures.

2.2. Study Measures
-------------------

All measures were summarized in Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**, and described as follows:

### 2.2.1. Pain Measures

#### 2.2.1.1. Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI) -- Pain Subscale

Shoulder specific pain was measured using the pain subscale of the SPADI \[[@R24]-[@R26]\]. The SPADI contains five shoulder specific pain items (pain subscale). In the pain subscale, each item is rated on a 0-10 numeric scale (no pain to worst pain imaginable) and the total score is transformed in % (0-100). A systematic review \[[@R26]\] demonstrated that the SPADI is a reliable and valid (ICC ≥ .89, α \>.90) measuring tool for shoulder disorder.

#### 2.2.1.2. Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) of Pain

The 11-point NRS of pain was used to capture the participant's level of pain. The scale is anchored from (0-10) with the phrase "no pain" to "worst imaginable pain." Patients rated their current level of pain before testing. The NRS of pain has been shown to be reliable and valid \[[@R27]-[@R29]\]. NRS of pain is a sensitive scale and good for parametric data analysis \[[@R27]\].

#### 2.2.1.3. Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS)

It is assumed that pain catastrophizing reflects a negative coping strategy that may affect cognition around pain. Pain catastrophizing was measured with the PCS \[[@R30]\], which is a 13-item self-report scale. This scale measures three different categories of pain catastrophizing (*e.g*. rumination, magnification and helplessness) \[[@R31]\].

### 2.2.2. Function Measures

#### 2.2.2.1. Functional Impairment Test-Head and Neck, Shoulder, Arm (FIT-HaNSA)

Functional performance was measured using the FIT-HaNSA that has been validated as a functional performance tests for shoulder disorders \[[@R32]\]. The FIT-HaNSA is a 15-minute function test for each arm with three components/levels tasks that require repeated movement of the upper limb. The testing time of each repeated task performance is up to 5 minutes. The actual duration of the patient's performance is measured by a stopwatch. The average time of the three tasks' performance is the score for the test. It was performed using the JTech JobSim System (JTECH Medical, Salt Lake City, UT, USA).

#### 2.2.2.2. Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI) -- Disability Subscale

Shoulder specific disability was measured using the disability subscale of the SPADI \[[@R24]-[@R26]\]. The SPADI contains 8 disability items (disability subscale). In the disability subscale, each item is rated on a 0-10 numeric scale (no difficulty to so difficult requiring help) and the total score is transformed in % (0-100).

#### 2.2.2.3. Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand (QuickDASH)

The Quick-DASH \[[@R34]\] contains 11-items from the original DASH and in early studies, has shown equivalent psychometric properties \[[@R29], [@R35]-[@R39]\]. The assigned values for all completed responses are summed and averaged to produce a score out of five. This value is then transformed to a 0-100 scale by subtracting one and multiplying by 25. A higher score is the indicator of greater disability.

### 2.2.3. Health Status Measures

#### 2.2.3.1. Short Form 12 (SF-12)

The recognized and valid SF-12 \[[@R40]\] version 2 was used to measure overall health. The SF-12 consists of both physical and mental domains of 12-items. The scoring system is norm-based, and summary scores (summing across all 12-items) are obtained for each of the domains: physical component summary (PCS) score and mental component summary (MCS) score; a higher levels of health is indicated by a higher score

### 2.2.4. Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST)

#### 2.2.4.1. Pressure Pain (PP) Sensitivity

PP threshold and PP tolerance \[[@R41]-[@R43]\] were measured using the computerized JTech algometer (JTECH Medical, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). The applied algometric pressures at an "uncomfortable" (pain threshold) and at "intolerable" (pain tolerance) levels were determined by patient response using a standard protocol \[[@R44], [@R45]\]. The shoulder (mid deltoid muscle) and shin (anterior aspect of tibia) of the affected side were tested (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**).

#### 2.2.4.2. Vibration Threshold (VT)

VT was measured in the hand using a 50 Hz vibrometer \[[@R46]\]. In this test, the subject's digit is placed lightly on the device's vibrating pin. A sample stimulus is provided as practice before testing. During the test, a ramped protocol of intermittent vibration stimuli is applied to the digit. The subject indicates when the stimulus was perceived with a handheld trigger. The vibrometer's software determines a threshold score after multiple cycles. The test was performed on the middle (D3) and little (D5) fingers (Fig. **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

#### 2.2.4.3. Current Perception Threshold (CPT)

CPT testing \[[@R47]-[@R54]\] was performed using the Rapid Current Perception Threshold (R-CPT) protocol of the Neurometer CPT/C (Neurotron, Incorporated, Baltimore, MD, USA). The R-CPT test protocol requires the subject to self-administer electrical stimuli, increasing in intensity through a series of 25 predetermined levels. The subject presses and holds a button to start the test and releases the button as soon as a stimulus is detected. The test is double-blinded, and the non-noxious current is delivered via small surface electrodes placed on the medial and lateral sides of the distal phalanx. The Neurometer software determines the threshold score after multiple cycles. The test was performed at the 5Hz frequency on the tip of the middle (D3) and little (D5) fingers, as well as at the shoulder (mid deltoid) (Fig. **[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**).

#### 2.2.4.4. Patient Factor (Comorbidity Status)

The Katz comorbidity scale was used to detect the number and severity of 12 co-morbid conditions \[[@R55], [@R56]\]. Participants are asked to indicate if they currently have the condition and whether or not they receive treatment for it, and whether activities are limited by the condition. A patient can receive a maximum of three points for each condition: one point for if they have been diagnosed with the comorbid health, one point if it requires treatment, and one point if causes activity limitation \[[@R55]\]. The total score is calculated by summing across 12-items \[[@R10]\].

2.3. Data Analysis
==================

All data were entered into SPSS 17.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Data quality checking was performed before statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics (*e.g*. skewness, kurtosis) and test of normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Shapiro-Wilk, Histogram, and QQ-Plot) were conducted on all variables. Assumptions' of multiple regressions (*e.g*. multicollinearity and singularity, outliers, normality, linearity, homoscedasticity) were checked and met.

Means and standard deviations were calculated for all measured variables (*e.g*. outcome, predictor and patients factor) for both the surgical and nonsurgical groups, as well as the total sample. Pearson correlation coefficients were computed to describe the relationships between QST variables and patient factors, with pain, function or health status. Eight regression models were built to analyze QST's and patient factors separately as predictors of either pain, function or health status. An independent sample t-test (equal variance assumed) was performed to evaluate the gender effect on QST. Significance was set at α=05.

3. RESULTS
==========

All participants had shoulder pain, but were able to complete the study protocol without difficulty, including 34 patients recruited from a surgical waitlist and 10 patients recruited from the community. The age of the two patient subgroups was similar. Patients from the community had less pain, better shoulder performance and function, better health status and were predominantly female; whereas surgical patients were predominantly male as described in Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**.

The bivariate relationships between different QSTs variables or patient factors with either pain, function or health status are shown in Table **[3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**. These correlations indicate that greater PP threshold and tolerance was associated with better shoulder functional performance (r =0.31-0.44) and less self-reported shoulder disability (r = -0.32 to -0.36). VT or CPT were not significantly related to pain, function or health status; with the single exception that VT on the small digit (D5) was correlated to NRS of pain (r =0.50) and functional performance/ FIT-HANSA (r =-0.34). Amongst the patient factors a higher comorbidity score was consistently correlated (r =0.31-0.46) with poorer pain, function and health status. Older age was correlated to more pain (except pain catastrophizing) and less function (r =0.31-0.57).

The data listed in Table **[4](#T4){ref-type="table"}** indicated that when multiple individual pain and sensory variables were entered as potential predictors of health outcomes, individually, none were strong predictors. The only significant prediction in these sensory models was current perception threshold as a predictor of physical health status. The total variability explained by all sensory variables ranged from 21% to 34%. Contrary to expectations, the R^2^ for the pain measures did not exceed that obtained for function or health status measures. The regression models in Table **[5](#T5){ref-type="table"}** indicated that when age, gender and comorbidity (patient factors) were considered in a multivariate model of the same health outcomes, comorbidity was the most common predictor. Comorbidity was significantly related to pain catastrophizing, poorer Quick-DASH scores, physical and mental health status. In these multivariate models, older age was also associated with higher shoulder disability on the SPADI and better mental health status. Despite significant predictors, the overall R^2^ for these models ranged from 15% to 36%.

The impact of gender on QST scores was indicated in Table **[6](#T6){ref-type="table"}**. Significant mean differences (male --female) were in PP threshold (3.9-6.2, p \< .001) and PP tolerance (7.6-12.6, p \< .001) tests (in all locations) and CPT in the middle finger and shoulder (1.6-2.3, p = .02).

4. DISCUSSION
=============

The study provided preliminary evidence suggesting that pain threshold and tolerance affect functional performance in people with shoulder pain; and personal factors like age, gender, and comorbid health conditions play a larger and more consistent role. The impact of isolated pain and sensory variables was less evident in multivariate modeling where despite explaining 34% of the functional performance score, significant individual predictors were not identified. Conversely, when examining age, gender and comorbidity in multivariate models, although higher R^2^ values were not achieved, the significance of comorbidity as a determinant of pain catastrophizing, self-reported function and health status was identified. Although males demonstrated higher pain threshold and tolerance, gender was not associated with differences in pain, function or health status when considering multivariate modeling. This indicates the pain threshold in absolute terms may not relate to pain experienced or function, and the relationships between pain threshold and function should be analyzed in a sex-differentiated analysis. Future multivariate models should be powered sufficiently to allow for separate modeling of males and females to identify the true impact of QST on functional outcomes; and to see if the relationships are similar for males and females. Gender differences in QST may have masked associations between QST and the functional outcomes in this study, although including gender in the model should at least partially control for gender effects.

The current stimulus of QST (*i.e*. CPT) was not correlated to pain, function or health status at any of the three sites tested by bivariate correlations. We used 5Hz CPT, which is neuroselective to assess small fibers (C fiber) that carry pain information \[[@R47], [@R48], [@R54]\]. In multivariate modeling of all QST with potential predictor, it was the only one to demonstrate a significant relationship with physical health status. Our previous studies supported consistency, moderate construct and discriminative validity, good specificity, and moderate sensitivity of CPT in neck disorders \[[@R47], [@R60]\]. Since previous studies have suggested that CPT has moderate reliability, this may have mitigated the strength of the associations. VT was not related to the most of the variables of pain, function or health status. Although VT on the little finger was positively correlated to pain intensity and negatively correlated to functional performance, we cannot be confident of the clinical importance of these findings since the associations were not consistent. Previous research has demonstrated chronic diffuse upper limb pain is associated with an elevation of VT \[[@R61]\].

Older age was related to more shoulder pain without any indication of a pain catastrophizing effect. This concurs with previous studies integrating greater shoulder pathology with age \[[@R8], [@R9]\]. Older age was also associated with poorer self-reported shoulder function and performance. Since there is an increasing prevalence and severity of shoulder pathology with age, the impact of shoulder pain on function in older adults is a serious concern. Comorbid conditions were negatively related to pain, function and health status in this study. This is in agreement with a previous study that reported that comorbidities negatively impact on preoperative pain, function, and health status in patients with chronic rotator cuff tears \[[@R10]\]. This study adds that comorbidity also increases pain catastrophizing. This is consistent with our emerging understanding of pain catastrophizing, which can be affected by genetic, physical and psychological characteristics as well as previous negative experiences with recovery \[[@R62], [@R63]\].

The relatively small sample precluded us testing interactions between QST and other variables. However, a recent systemic review and meta-analysis demonstrated that QST poorly explains pain and disability (function) \[[@R64]\] suggesting that the effects may be small and inconsistent. This suggests adoption of QST in evaluation of shoulder disorders would be premature before substantive empirical evidence supports the usefulness of this evaluation. The static QST measures used in the study provide a limited perspective on a complex pain processing system \[[@R20]\]. It has been suggested that dynamic QST is better as it assesses the spatial and temporal summation as well as descending modulation of pain \[[@R20]\]. In addition, suprathreshold pain processing can be assessed by magnitude rating for a suprathreshold stimulus \[[@R20]\]. We used threshold and tolerance parameter for QST measures in this study because these are commonly used in clinical practice. However, stimulus intensity/magnitude rating parameters of QST may be more relevant to clinical features (*e.g*. pain, function).

Our findings reaffirm the importance of patient factors in explaining pain, self-reported and performance-based function. Previous studies have reported that age is associated with greater shoulder pain and degeneration \[[@R8], [@R9]\] and age is a significant covariate for QST \[[@R65]\]. Although, QST modalities are found as reliable and valid for clinical assessment in musculoskeletal pain disorders \[[@R66], [@R67]-[@R72]\], and clinical uses have been suggested \[[@R67]-[@R74]\].

Gender is acknowledged as an important consideration in shoulder conditions because of differences in prevalence of different shoulder conditions by gender. For example, the prevalence and incidence of shoulder pain have been reported higher in females than males \[[@R9]\]. Gender has been reported to be independent of radiological/degenerative changes \[[@R8]\]. Furthermore, gender differences in pain threshold and tolerance are well accepted \[[@R61], [@R66], [@R75], [@R76]\]. This study also demonstrates that QST measures are more sensitive (lower threshold) in female. Specifically, PP threshold and tolerance were significantly lower in females. Previous studies on QST has indicated pain thresholds are lower in female than male \[[@R61], [@R66], [@R75], [@R76]\] and detection thresholds were independent of gender \[[@R75]\]. All PP threshold and tolerance test scores were lower in female than male, although some detection threshold based tests (*e.g*. VT, CPT) were gender independent in our study. The greater sensitivity of females to pain threshold and pain tolerance may reflect differences in how sensory inputs are received at the tissue level or how they are processed from the periphery to the brain. However, this study indicates that gender differences in pain threshold and tolerance may not necessarily lead to gender differences in shoulder related health outcomes including pain, function or health status. This differential suggests that gender needs to be carefully considered when examining shoulder disorders, and that all hypotheses should be tested separately between male and female subject to assure that conclusions made apply across genders. Again, these requirements suggest the need for larger sample sizes; and prespecified gender analyses.

The main limitation of this study was that our sample was insufficient to explore the interactions and sex-disaggregated analyses that our initial analyses suggested might be informative. However, we were able to establish some important associations between both sensory and patient factors that should direct the nature of future studies. These recommendations include modelling of comorbid health, age, and sensory variables in more homogeneous shoulder conditions and with sufficient sample sizes that interactions and sex-disaggregated analyses can be performed

CONCLUSION
==========

This cross sectional descriptive study suggests pressure pain threshold and tolerance may have a small to moderate role association with self-reported and performance-based outcome measures (*e.g*. pain, function and health status) for shoulder disorders. However, our findings suggest that PP threshold and tolerance tests are gender dependent, and that age and comorbidity also affect these outcomes. Future studies should focus on defining these more complex relationships and may consider using alternative sensory evaluations including dynamic QST and pain magnitude rating (for a suprathreshold stimulus) to elucidate the relationship between suprathreshold pain processing, descending control or central integration of pain and clinical features of shoulder pain.
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![The set-up for the pressure pain threshold and tolerance test (by a computerized Algometer) procedure is depicted. The test was done on the shoulder (left) and shin bone (right).](TOORTHJ-10-466_F1){#F1}

![Set-up of Vibrometer with 50 Hz stimulus. The test was done on the middle and little fingers.](TOORTHJ-10-466_F2){#F2}

![The set-up for the current perception threshold (CPT) test procedure is depicted. The Rapid-CPT values (1 to 25) is obtained from the minimal strength of alternating current (between 0 to 10 mA) stimulus that the patient could detect. The test was performed at the 5Hz frequency on the tip of the middle (D3) and little (D5) fingers, as well as at the shoulder (mid deltoid).](TOORTHJ-10-466_F3){#F3}

###### 

Summary of the study measures.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Construct                                                   Perspective of Score                                                Measuring Tool                                                                                 Score Unit/Range                                                                                                                                  Reliability
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  Outcome (Dependent) Variables                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Pain                                                        Self-report\                                                        Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI) -- Pain Subscale \[[@R24]-[@R26]\]\                 0-10 (5 pain items)\                                                                                                                              ICC ≥ 0.89, α \> 0.90 \[[@R26]\]\
                                                              \                                                                   \                                                                                              \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                   \                                                                                              \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                   Numeric rating scale (NRS) of Pain \[[@R27]-[@R29]\]\                                          \                                                                                                                                                 Sensitivity=71% (for score of 1) \[[@R27], [@R28]\], ICC=.74 \[29\]\
                                                              Self-report\                                                        \                                                                                              11 grade (0-10) pain rating scale\                                                                                                                \
                                                              \                                                                   \                                                                                              \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                   Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) \[[@R30]\]                                                    \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                                                                                                                  \                                                                                                                                                 α = 0.92 (with outpatients) \[[@R33]\]\
                                                              Self-report                                                                                                                                                        0-4 (13 items)\                                                                                                                                   

  Functional                                                  Timed performance\                                                  FIT-HaNSA (Functional Impairment Test-Head and Neck, Shoulder, Arm) \[[@R32]\]\                Average time in second for the 3 tasks that require lifting at waist-level, lifting at eye-level or overhead manipulation for up to 5 minutes.\   ICC have ranged from .79-.98 \[[@R10]\]\
                                                              \                                                                   \                                                                                              \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                   \                                                                                              \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                   \                                                                                              \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                   Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI) -- Disability Subscale \[[@R24]-[@R26], [@R57]\]\   0-10 (8 disability items)\                                                                                                                        ICC ≥ .89, α \> .90 \[[@R26]\]\
                                                              \                                                                   \                                                                                              \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              Self-report\                                                        \                                                                                              \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                   QuickDASH (Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand) \[[@R29], [@R34]-[@R39]\]               \                                                                                                                                                 \
                                                              \                                                                                                                                                                  Disability/symptom (11 items, scored 1-5)                                                                                                         ICC=.90-.94 \[[@R36], [@R37]\]
                                                              \                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                              \                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                              Self-report                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  Health Status                                               Self-report : Physical and Mental Component Summary (PCS and MCS)   SF-12 (v2 health survey) \[[@R40]\]                                                            0-5 (12 items), finally PCS and MCS scores are converted range of 0 to 100                                                                        ICC ≥ .77, α \> .77 \[[@R58], [@R59]\]

  Predictor (Independent) Variables: Psychophysical factors                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  Pressure Pain Sensitivity                                   Pressure pain threshold and pain tolerance                          Computerized JTech algometer \[[@R43]\]                                                        Pressure level at uncomfortable and intolerable are determined in muscle and bone                                                                 ICC range = .73-.99 \[[@R41], [@R42]\]

  Vibration Sensation Threshold                               Threshold value of vibration sensation                              JTech vibrometer \[[@R46]\]\                                                                   50Hz Ramped protocol and threshold determined in micrometers.                                                                                     ICC = .86- .89 \[[@R46]\]\
                                                                                                                                  \                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                \

  Current Perception Threshold                                Threshold value of current perception                               Neurometer CPT/C \[[@R47], [@R48], [@R54]\]                                                    1-25 (R-CPT protocol, 5Hz)                                                                                                                        Sensitivity = 73-92% \[[@R47], [@R48], [@R54]\]

  Patient factor (Covariate )                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  Comorbidity                                                 Self-report                                                         Katz comorbidity index \[[@R10]\]                                                              0-3 (12 items score)                                                                                                                              ICC = .91 \[[@R55]\]
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Participant demographics and measures and demographics, mean (standard deviation).

  Construct             Measure                   Surgical group (n=34)            Non-Surgical group (n=10)           Overall (n=44)
  --------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------
  Pain                  SPADI-Pain                57.1 (27.1)                      37 (17)                             52.5 (26.4)
  NRS of Pain           2.21 (2.3)                2.00 (1.6)                       2.2 (2.1)                           
  PainCS                16.7 (15.6)               13.7 (16)                        16 (15.5)                           
  Function              FIT-HaNSA                 158.5 (95.1)                     183.3 (65.4)                        164.2 (89)
  SPADI-Disability      36.4 (27.9)               19.4 (14)                        32.5 (26.3)                         
  QuickDASH             38.2 (21.8)               23.9 (19.4)                      34.8 (21.9)                         
  Health Status         SF12-PCS                   39.5 (9.8)                       47.8 (8.5)                          41.4 (10.1)
  SF1-2MCS              49.5 (12.3)               45.1 (12.1)                      48.5 (12.2)                         
  Psychophysical QSTs   PPThSh                    8.4 (5.9)                        4.5 (1.9)                           7.5 (5.5)
  PPToSh                16.5 (11.9)               9.2 (3.4)                        14.8 (11)                           
  PPThT                 7.1 (3.6)                 4.9(2.2)                         6.6 (3.5)                           
  PPToT                 11.5 ( 6.1)               6.5 (2.2)                        10.3 ( 5.8)                         
  VTD3                  11.7 ( 8.5)               7 (2.1)                          10.7 (7.8)                          
  VTD5                  16.7 (25.6)               17.6 (30.2)                      16.9 (26.3)                         
  CPTD3                 10.6 ( 2.9)               8.6 (3.6)                        10.1 (3.1)                          
  CPTD5                 10.9 (2.4)                10 (1.8)                         10.7 (2.3)                          
  CPTSh                 8.6 (2.2)                 8.1 (2.6)                        8.5 (2.3)                           
  Patient Factors       Age (years)               46 (16.4)                        44.2 (17.5)                         45.6 (16.4)
  Gender                M= 25 (74%), F= 9 (26%)   M= 2 (20%), F= 8 (80%)           M=27 (61%), F=17 (39%)              
  Comorbidity           4.1 (4.2)                 3.9 (1.9)                        4.1 ( 3.8)                          
  Other Demographics                                                                                                    
  Dominant side         R=29 (85%), L=5 (15%)     R=10 (100%)                      R=39 (89%), L=5 (11%)               
  Affected side         R=13 (38%), L=21 (62%)    R=5 (50%), L=4 (40%), B=1(10%)   R=18 (41%), L=25 (57%), R+L=1(2%)   

Abbreviations: CPTD3, Current Perception Threshold at digit 3 (middle finger); CPTD5, Current Perception Threshold at digit 5 (little finger); CPTSh, Current Perception Threshold at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); DASH, Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand; F= female; FIT-HaNSA, (Functional Impairment Test-Head and Neck, Shoulder, Arm); L, Left; M, Male; MCS, Mental Component Summary; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; n, number of participants; PainCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale; PCS, Physical Component Summary; PPThSh, Pressure Pain Threshold at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); PPThT, Pressure Pain Threshold at Tibia (Shinbone); PPToSh, Pressure Pain Tolerance at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); PPToT, Pressure Pain Tolerance at Tibia (Shinbone); QST, Quantitative Sensory Testing; R, Right; SF12, Short Form 12-item health survey version 2; SPADI, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index; VTD3, Vibration Threshold at digit 3 (middle finger); VTD5, Vibration Threshold at digit 5 (little finger).

###### 

The relationships between psychophysical QSTs and patient factors with either pain, function or health status (n=44).

                      Pain        Function      Health Status                                                             
  ------------------- ----------- ------------- --------------- -------------- ------------- ------------- -------------- --------------
  QST variables                                                                                                           
  PPThSh              -.07        -.01          -.11            **.31\***      -.23          -.24          .11            .17
  PPToSh              -.24        -.24          -.29            **.32\***      **-.36\***    -.34          .22            .19
  PPThT               -.08        -.07          -.10            **.40\*\***    -.25          -.22          .11            .18
  PPToT               -.14        -.14          -.20            **.44\*\***    **-.32\***    -.23          .07            .29
  VTD3                .14         -.24          -.12            -.25           .09           .07           -.11           .19
  VTD5                .16         **.50\*\***   -.10            **-.34\***     .17           .22           -.24           .17
  CPTD3               .04         .06           -.16            -.02           -.06          .16           -.16           .01
  CPTD5               .12         .21           -.14            .21            .004          -.07          .13            .16
  CPTSh               .16         .10           .14             -.22           .21           .18           -.22           -.15
  *Patient Factors*                                                                                                       
  Age                 **.31\***   **.38\***     -.001           **-.48\*\***   **.57\*\***   **.40\*\***   -.30           .08
  Comorbidity         **31\***    **.31\***     **.37\***       **-35\***      **.46\*\***   **.42\*\***   **-.40\*\***   **-.43\*\***

Abbreviations and Symbols: CPTD3, Current Perception Threshold at digit 3 (middle finger); CPTD5, Current Perception Threshold at digit 5 (little finger); CPTSh, Current Perception Threshold at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); DASH, Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand; FIT-HaNSA, (Functional Impairment Test-Head and Neck, Shoulder, Arm); MCS, Mental Component Summary; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; PainCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale; PCS, Physical Component Summary; PPThSh, Pressure Pain Threshold at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); PPThT, Pressure Pain Threshold at Tibia (Shinbone); PPToSh, Pressure Pain Tolerance at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); PPToT, Pressure Pain Tolerance at Tibia (Shinbone); QST, Quantitative Sensory Testing; SF12, Short Form 12-item health survey version 2; SPADI, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index; VTD3, Vibration Threshold at digit 3 (middle finger); VTD5, Vibration Threshold at digit 5 (little finger); \*\* Correlation (Pearson\'s r) is significant at 0.01 level; \* Correlation is significant at 0.05 level. Significant correlations are bolded.

###### 

Regression models describing psychophysical QSTs predictors of pain, function and health status (n=44).

  Construct Measure   Dependent Variable   QST Variables in the regression model: beta (p values) are shown   Model                                                                                                        
  ------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------------- ----- -----
  Pain                SPADI-Pain           .31(.40)                                                           -.54(.16)   -.18(.68)   .15(.75)    .12(.50)      .18(.30)    .04(.82)    .14(.45)   .18(.35)          .21   .53
  NRS of Pain         .57(.09)             -.55(.12)                                                          -.38(.35)   .04(.92)    -.28(.08)   \>-.28(.08)   -.05.77)    .11(.50)    .11(.53)   .33               .15   
  PainCS              .37(.36)             -.68(.09)                                                          -.14(.75)   .19(.69)    -.19(.29)   .05(.77)      -.03.88)    -.10(.58)   .28(.14)   .22               .51   
  Function            FIT-HaNSA            .13(.69)                                                           -.05(.88)   .09(.81)    .22(.60)    -.10(.51)     .24(.12)    -.08(.64)   .13(.42)   -.21(.21)         .34   .11
  SPADI-Disability    .18(.61)             -.51(.16)                                                          -.26(.54)   .18(.69)    .03(.88)    .20(.23)      -.03.87)    .11(.54)    .29(.12)   .27               .28   
  QuickDASH           .09(.80)             -.54(.16)                                                          -.40(.34)   .38(.39)    -.06(.73)   .05(.76)      .24.19)     -.16(.38)   .30(.11)   .28               .29   
  Health Status       SF12-PCS             -.34(.38)                                                          .69(.07)    .66(.13)    -.72(.11)   -.04(.82)     -.02(.90)   -.17(.33)   .29(.11)   **-.36(.05)\***   .30   .22
  SF12-MCS            .36(.36)             -.26(.50)                                                          -.51(.25)   .68(.13)    .32(.07)    .23(.17)      -.22(.23)   .21(.25)    .25(.17)   .28               .28   

Abbreviations and Symbol: CPTD3, Current Perception Threshold at digit 3 (middle finger ); CPTD5, Current Perception Threshold at digit 5 (little finger ); CPTSh, Current Perception Threshold at Shoulder (mid-deltoid ); DASH, Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand; FIT-HaNSA, (Functional Impairment Test-Head and Neck, Shoulder, Arm); MCS, Mental Component Summary; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; PainCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale; PCS, Physical Component Summary; PPThSh , Pressure Pain Threshold at Shoulder (mid-deltoid ); PPThT , Pressure Pain Threshold at Tibia (Shinbone ); PPToSh , Pressure Pain Tolerance at Shoulder (mid-deltoid ); PPToT, Pressure Pain Tolerance at Tibia (Shinbone ); QST, Quantitative Sensory Testing; R², Coefficient of determination; SF12, Short Form 12-item health survey version 2; SPADI, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index; VTD3, Vibration Threshold at digit 3 (middle finger ); VTD5, Vibration Threshold at digit 5 (little finger); \* beta is significant at 0.05 level and bolded.

###### 

Regression models describing patient's factors predictors of pain, function and health status (n=44)

  Construct Measure   Dependent Variable   Covariates in the model: beta (p values) are shown   Model                                                   
  ------------------- -------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ----------------- ---------------- -------------
  Pain                SPADI-Pain           .15 (38)                                             .20 (.21)            .32 (.07)         .15              .10
  NRS of Pain         .27 (.11)            -.08 (.62)                                           .16 (.37)            .16               .08              
  PainCS              .20 (.22)            .16 (.30)                                            **.52(.004)\*\***    **.19**           **.04\***        
  Function            FIT-HaNSA            -.42 (.01)                                           .04 (.81)            -.15 (.37)        **.27**          **.01\*\***
  SPADI-Disability    **.43(.004)\*\***    .06 (.65)                                            .30 (.06)            **.36**           **\<.001\*\***   
  QuickDASH           .26 (.11)            .14 (.37)                                            **.37 (.04)\***      **.25**           **.01\*\***      
  Health Status       SF12-PCS             -.16 (.32)                                           -.20 (.20)           **-.40(.02)\***   **.21**          **.03\***
  SF1-2MCS            **.33 (.04)\***      .07 (.63)                                            **-.55(.002)\*\***   **.28**           **.005\*\***     

Abbreviations and Symbols: DASH, Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand; FIT-HaNSA, (Functional Impairment Test-Head and Neck, Shoulder, Arm); MCS, Mental Component Summary; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; PainCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale; PCS, Physical Component Summary; SPADI, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index; R^2^, Coefficient of determination; SF12, Short Form 12-item health survey version 2; SPADI, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index; \*\* beta and R^2^ are significant at 0.01 level; \* beta and R^2^ are significant at 0.05 level. Significant beta and R^2^ are bolded.

###### 

Effect of gender on psychophysical/QST measure and pain reporting (n=44)

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Variables     Male,\        Female,\      Mean Difference\   P value
                Mean ± SD     Mean ± SD     (Male-Female)      
  ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------------ ------------
  *QST*                                                        

  PPThSh        10 ± 5.7      3.8 ± 2       **6.2**            **\<.001**

  PPToSh        19.7 ± 11.2   7.1 ± 3.9     **12.6**           **\<.001**

  PPThT         8.1 ± 3.2     4.1 ± 2.3     **3.9**            **\<.001**

  PPToT         13.3 ± 5.3    5.7 ± 2.8     **7.6**            **\<.001**

  VTD3          12.5 ± 9.2    7.8 ± 3.3     4.6                .06

  VTD5          15.1 ± 22.1   19.7 ± 32.5   -4.5               .60

  CPTD3         11 ± 2.5      8.7 ± 3.6     **2.3**            **.02**

  CPTD5         11.1 ± 2.6    10.2 ± 1.5    .9                 .21

  CPTSh         9.1 ± 1.8     7.5 ± 2.7     **1.6**            **.02**

  Pain                                                         

  SPADI-Pain    52.9 ± 25     52 ± 29.3     .87                .92

  NRS of Pain   1.8 ± 2.2     2.7 ± 1.9     -.90               .18

  PainCS        16.1 ± 14.7   15.9 ± 17.2   .14                .98
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: CPTD3, Current Perception Threshold at digit 3 (middle finger); CPTD5, Current Perception Threshold at digit 5 (little finger); CPTSh, Current Perception Threshold at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); SPADI, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; PainCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale PPThSh, Pressure Pain Threshold at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); PPThT, Pressure Pain Threshold at Tibia (Shinbone); PPToSh, Pressure Pain Tolerance at Shoulder (mid-deltoid); PPToT, Pressure Pain Tolerance at Tibia (Shinbone); QST, Quantitative Sensory Testing; SD, Standard Deviation; VTD3, Vibration Threshold at digit 3 (middle finger); VTD5, Vibration Threshold at digit 5 (little finger). Significant mean differences and p values are bolded.
